JAZZ AND FAMILY LAW: STRUCTURES, FREEDOMS, AND SOUND CHANGES

SHEILA SIMON*

Comparisons help us learn, and thanks to the Midwest Family Law Conference, “Jazzing up Family Law,” we can learn what jazz teaches us about family law. Studying law through music is not a new idea. In fact, it has been around since Plato. Also, jazz has been a source of comparison in studying democracy, adjudication, critical race theory, property law, and mediation. At least two jazz musicians have described their dedication to music in terms of family status. Thus, exploring family law through jazz provides insight into what is already known.

Jazz is more American than apple pie because we invented this particular apple. Jazz is an art form born in the United States around the early 1900s, and its impact goes well beyond the time and place of its origin. Jazz is hard to
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define, but improvisation is its central focus.\textsuperscript{10} This improvisation provides a freedom of expression for the musician and an expectation that the individual performer has a message.\textsuperscript{11} This freedom of expression is a stark contrast to Western “classical” music which, while allowing for some interpretation, restricts a musician to the written notations of the composer.\textsuperscript{12} But freedom in most jazz is not complete freedom. In most jazz there is some foundation, structure, or center.\textsuperscript{13} The continual tension between structure and freedom in jazz has produced distinct historical eras in jazz.\textsuperscript{14} At times, highly structured jazz was the norm.\textsuperscript{15} In response to a perception of too much structure, formats with more freedom have since prevailed.\textsuperscript{16}

The tension between restriction and freedom is central to family law as well. As we create and undo family relationships, we value individual decisions. We are comfortable with some indeterminacy. But we also make our individual decisions within some centrally controlled boundaries, such as fair resolution of financial relationships, and protections against harm to individuals. As with jazz, the tension between freedom and control produces changes over time.

Jazz and family law share one other trait: disrespect of the field based on the players. African-American men and women created most of what is known as jazz.\textsuperscript{17} The players in family law are predominantly female, whether they are practitioners\textsuperscript{18} or teachers.\textsuperscript{19}

This Article examines the many parallels between jazz and family law and explores how an understanding of jazz can help us better understand family law. Part I looks at the history of jazz and how jazz forms have changed over the years. Part II compares jazz forms to the structures and freedoms in family law. Part III looks at who the creators of jazz were, and considers how that has influenced the perception of jazz. Part IV discusses the players in family law and how they, like the makers of jazz, may be disregarded. The Article concludes with a discussion about the values of freedom and individuality and how outsiders may be in an ideal position to make changes.
I. The History and Forms of Jazz

Jazz is difficult to define. It has been described as “the sound of surprise,” and “heat, spirit, heart, adrenaline,” which only helps define the music if you know what kind of heat, spirit, and heart are required. Jazz is a conversation between musicians with the audience as an active participant. Jazz has also been defined in terms of time and place as “that music which came into being in the southern part of the United States during the late nineteenth century and first blossomed in the vicinity of New Orleans at the turn of the twentieth century.” One author lists the most significant musical elements as groups and solo improvisation, and a focus on the performer, rather than on the composer, of the music.

One reason jazz is hard to define is that jazz itself has changed many times. There are no sharp boundaries, but jazz can be roughly split into the following categories: precursors to jazz, classic jazz, big band and swing, bebop, and a variety of post-bebop developments.

If we could do genetic testing on early jazz we could identify at least two direct ancestors: ragtime and the blues. “Ragtime” comes “from the syncopated or ‘ragged’” rhythm of the music. We know how ragtime sounded
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because we have sheet music published during that period.\textsuperscript{30} In contrast, we know about the blues primarily from oral tradition.\textsuperscript{32} Outside of oral tradition, blues were preserved by recordings starting in the 1920s.\textsuperscript{32} Blues characteristically share a pattern of chords that repeats regularly.\textsuperscript{33} The blues are usually built from a particular scale where two notes of the scale are flattened into what are now known as “blue notes.”\textsuperscript{34} Both the complexity of the rhythms in ragtime and the flattened blue notes can be traced to Western African musical traditions.\textsuperscript{35}

Ragtime and blues were in the air in New Orleans in the early 1900s, but the city was big enough to include other musical influences. African American “songsters” performed music that had elements of “Irish reels” and Appalachian folk songs.\textsuperscript{36} British and French popular songs and sailors’ shanties were also heard in New Orleans at the time.\textsuperscript{37} The music may have mixed more easily than the groups of people at the time. French New Orleans included “Creoles of Color,” who lived in one area, while non-French Americans, particularly newly freed slaves, lived in another area.\textsuperscript{38} Law stirred the mix of people when post-reconstruction politics disenfranchised African American citizens.\textsuperscript{39} Without a voting African American community, strict local segregation codes were passed in 1894, forcing the “Creoles of Color” to move out of the French section of town and into the African American uptown area.\textsuperscript{40} The musicians from the different sides of town had no immediate interest in fusing their divergent styles,\textsuperscript{41} but over time their European music, ragtime, and blues intermingled.

Jazz bands emerged before the term jazz.\textsuperscript{42} Their style often combined the coronet or trumpet of local brass bands to play a melody and a complex rhythm played on a drum set and guitar, and often a clarinet, saxophone, or trombone.\textsuperscript{43} As jazz became an identifiable style of its own, it spread through traveling bands\textsuperscript{44} and through the latest technology: sound recording.\textsuperscript{45}

In the 1920s, jazz grew in popularity and the bands grew in size. Big bands
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and swing bands were headed by, among others, Duke Ellington,\textsuperscript{46} Cab Calloway,\textsuperscript{47} Count Basie,\textsuperscript{48} and Benny Goodman.\textsuperscript{49} The sound was similar to the early jazz of New Orleans, but there were more reed instruments performing more and faster solos.\textsuperscript{50} With more musicians in the band, a more central arrangement was required, often in the form of written music.\textsuperscript{51} Despite the popularity of the music, some musicians bristled at this loss of freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{52}

Bebop was a reaction to the controlled sounds of swing. Bebop is characterized by broader thinking in terms of both melody and rhythm.\textsuperscript{53} The bands became smaller and the room for solos expanded.\textsuperscript{54} As one musician noted, “Music theory . . . could be a guide, but was certainly not law.”\textsuperscript{55} The rhythm changed from a smooth dance pace to more harshly accented beats, with the onomatopoetic reference to the rhythm giving bebop its name.\textsuperscript{56} Bebop provided more complexity than dance band music\textsuperscript{57} and required more musical skill.\textsuperscript{58} Performing without the rigidity of written music was the norm in bebop.\textsuperscript{59} Bebop expanded the limits of jazz so much that the next developments in jazz were not a straight route but multiple branches, each with its own sounds.\textsuperscript{60}

The multiple descendants of, and reactions to, bebop include classical revival, cool jazz, hard bop, free jazz, and fusion. A revival of classic jazz focused attention back on early band sounds,\textsuperscript{61} with Louis Armstrong as a human bridge from the early years.\textsuperscript{62} The sound of cool jazz was light and soft, focusing more on complexity than on a sense of drive.\textsuperscript{63} The drive belonged to hard bop.\textsuperscript{64} Hard bop emphasized speed, volume, and emotion and was sometimes labeled
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funky. Free jazz took freedom a step farther than bebop. Ornette Coleman, the performer most closely associated with free jazz, created performances without a planned tune, chord progression, or structure. Fusion combined jazz with elements of rock.

Jazz may have had all of these changes because of its original and spontaneous nature. Not knowing where the music will go in any given performance can be challenging for both the musician and the audience. But the indeterminacy is what appeals to so many. The development of jazz shows a challenging and changing line between individuality and orchestration. We see this same theme in the development of family law.

II. FREEDOM AND CONTROL IN FAMILY LAW

The term “family” can be as hard to define as jazz. Biological and legal relationships are a starting point, but many relationships with neither of those ties are regarded as familial. Law about families is also a broad topic. The U.S. Supreme Court has considered definitions of family in cases on topics ranging from housing, welfare benefits, wrongful death, paternity, and visitation. Loosey defined, family law is the law governing the creation and dissolution of significant interpersonal relationships.

Family law has tensions between control and freedom that are similar to the complexities of jazz. When constructing family relationships, legislatures and courts have struggled over what relationships are protected and how. When dissolving family relationships, individuals have had increased freedoms in many areas, with control remaining steady where protection of individuals is required. The decisions weighing control and freedom are difficult and seem subject to continued change.

Building a family is an extraordinarily individual decision. Children have little choice about what family they will join, but adults choose partners and decide whether to reproduce. These are decisions in which Americans rarely welcome intervention.
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The Supreme Court has recognized that these decisions should have some guarantee of privacy. When a Connecticut law criminalized the use of contraceptives, the Supreme Court found that married people had a right to privacy, a right to be free of State control of their reproductive decisions. The Court later determined that the right to privacy was not exclusive to married couples, but is also guaranteed to an individual choosing to use contraception. The decision to have an abortion was also within the right of privacy, but here the court allowed some State control of health and prenatal life. The tension between individual decisions and State regulation has continued to be assessed, and the current Supreme Court may seek to further change the law.

The Supreme Court supported freedom for individuals when it found a Virginia ban on interracial marriage unconstitutional. One generation later, the case of Loving v. Virginia is settled law and unlikely to be challenged. But at the time, public opinion was anything but settled in the direction of individual freedom in this area.

Although we have had a guarantee of privacy in marital relationships and in heterosexual activity, homosexual conduct has not been protected from State control until recently. When the Supreme Court considered a Georgia prosecution for sodomy in 1986, the majority saw this consensual contact as more closely akin to sex crimes than to protected private activity as in the earlier contraception cases. In 2003, the Court reframed the question as whether adults were free to engage in private, consensual, sexual conduct. The Court reexamined the history of regulation of homosexual activity in the United States, cited European Court of Human Rights opinions, and found that the activity was protected. The Court wrote, “[a]s the Constitution endures, persons in every generation can invoke its principles in their own search for greater freedom.”

Tensions between regulation and freedom are currently most visible in the state-by-state question of who may marry. In 1999, the Vermont Supreme Court
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held that the state’s constitution required that same sex couples be able to enjoy the benefits of marriage. 87 The court left the mechanism for how these benefits could be established to the state legislature, 88 which chose to establish a civil union system. 89 In 2003, the Massachusetts Supreme Court found that the State could not prohibit marriage between people of the same sex under the Massachusetts Constitution. 90 And most recently in California, which had a system of recognizing same-sex domestic partnerships, 91 the state’s high court ruled that the California Constitution guarantees same-sex couples the same rights to marriage as opposite sex couples. 92 After the California ruling, New York Governor David Paterson directed New York agencies to revise state policies and recognize same-sex marriages from other jurisdictions. 93 All this comes in an environment where federal law defines marriage as only between a man and a woman 94 and does not require states to recognize a marriage from any other state between people of the same sex. 95

There is an intuitive understanding of the need for freedom in building a significant interpersonal relationship. That freedom comes in the form of privacy and equality guarantees in the U.S. Constitution, and in a variety of guarantees in state constitutions. The freedoms have not been automatically granted, and many have come in response to criminal prosecution for what was later held to be protected activity. 96 The freedoms have come slowly, and often only after a long-held understanding of the ability of the State to restrict or prevent the conduct.

Dissolving family relationships presents the same tensions between individual freedoms and governmental control. The competing interests are evident in grounds for divorce, domestic violence, child custody, financial support, and child abuse and neglect cases.

Grounds for dissolution of marriage show tight governmental control giving way to more individual freedom. In 1897, a manual on domestic relations noted that adultery was grounds for divorce, and, in some jurisdictions, conviction of a crime could also justify divorce. 97 No other grounds were contemplated. 98
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the last 100 years, grounds requirements have loosened greatly. In Illinois, for example, there are multiple grounds, including extreme and repeated mental cruelty and living separately after an irretrievable breakdown of the marriage. The trend increasing access to divorce has had one interesting twist, covenant marriage. Three states currently allow covenant marriage, where a couple can choose to limit their grounds for divorce in the future. The covenant marriages are certainly a restriction, but a voluntary one, and are not imposed by the state. Covenant marriages are, in an odd sense, an extension of freedom, because they give couples an option they may choose to use in forming their marriage.

Resolving child custody disputes is another part of the law where rigidity has given way to more options. In the early history of our country the father was presumed to be the custodian of children after divorce. At that time, many States adopted a “tender years” presumption, which favored the mother as custodian. Now custody decisions focus on the best interests of the child, determined through circumstances unique to the family. The change has been from predictability based on gender to indeterminacy based on a focus on individual families.

Financial support after dissolution of a family is one area that retains central control and orchestration. Child support in particular is subject to a variety of formulae for calculation, with some input from federal law. Spousal support is less rigid, with recent decisions taking into account factors as diverse as home schooling of children, rental income, stock market losses, fault, and need.

Removing a child from a family due to abuse or neglect is another area where state control and family independence clash. The widely publicized case in which Texas child welfare removed children from the Yearning for Zion Ranch illustrates the tensions well. A trial court allowed the children’s removal, but the appellate court and the Texas Supreme Court found that the children’s removal was not warranted. It is difficult to determine whether court and public attention are focused more on the allegations of sexual abuse or the
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interest in polygamy.

Taking apart a family requires a balance of State control and individual autonomy. In general, the law has moved away from rigid central control and toward individual autonomy. Physical and financial protection of children are still subject to state control, but increased power for individuals is evident in access to divorce and options for child custody. Overall, in both creating and dissolving a family, the trend in American law is increased opportunity for individuals to make their own choices.

The trend toward individuality in family law reflects the best of jazz. In both fields there is a tension between control and individualism. In early jazz, there was the beginning of musical freedom, and then the pendulum swung to swing, with more restrictions on rhythm, melody, and harmony. Bebop was the revolution back to greater improvisation, which in turn lead to a branching out of musical possibilities. Individual expression is the essence of jazz.

Similarly, family law struggles with the balance between central control and improvisation. Like a steady rhythm that is the foundation of some jazz, the law offers protections to children. But when dealing with adults in the process of building and taking apart families, the law reflects the expanded possibilities of bebop and post-bebop. Expanded freedoms allow us to be who we are, and contribute our best to a free market and democracy. Our families are not just what we do along the way, but who we are. Families are the most important area for humans to be able to express themselves.

III. JAZZ CREATORS AND THE COLORING OF PERCEPTION

Art forms are all about perception and who the artist is can have an impact on how that work is perceived. Jazz has been created predominantly by African American men and women, and that has helped to make jazz suspect by society at large. This is seen in the words used to describe this art and the reactions to developments in jazz.

The word jazz, sometimes spelled jass, was used in print starting in 1917. The origins of the word are entirely unclear. It is possibly of African or Arabic origin, or possibly a derivation of the French word jaser, which refers to an animated conversation. It may have originated from the West Coast of the United States, where it referred to sex and enthusiasm. It is also possible that the word is derived from the Irish teas, pronounced “jazz,” which is a reference to heat and passion.

Singers in many musical genres use nonsense syllables, but in jazz it is called
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scat, a term that also means animal excrement.\textsuperscript{113} And unlike the term bebop, which is onomatopoetic,\textsuperscript{114} there is no indication that the word scat is reflective of the sound produced by the singer. At least one current jazz singer rejects use of the word scat because of its origins.\textsuperscript{115}

Another earthy term has been attached to one mode of post-bebop jazz: funk. Funk was originally a term for a strong smell, particularly one coming from sexual activity.\textsuperscript{116} Musician Quincy Jones has stated a preference for the term soulful to avoid the embarrassment associated with funk.\textsuperscript{117}

With jazz, scat, and funk, some fundamental concepts of this art form are references to bodily functions and smells. These ideas show that the music was not well regarded. This lack of respect is made possible because the artists themselves are disregarded.

Jazz has had its critics from the start, with many of the criticisms fading away long before the music. The oldest critiques are overtly racist, such as this passage that appeared in the August 1921 issue of The Ladies Home Journal:

Jazz originally was the accompaniment of the voodoo dancer, stimulating the half-crazed barbarian to the vilest deeds. The weird chant . . . has also been employed by other barbaric people to stimulate brutality and sensuality. That it has a demoralizing effect upon the human brain has been demonstrated by many scientists.\textsuperscript{118}

If jazz as created by African American men earned little respect, jazz created by African American women barely came to the public’s attention. For example, in the 1930s, Cab Calloway stood out as one of the few musicians who was both a vocalist and a bandleader.\textsuperscript{119} His sister Blanche performed the same roles,\textsuperscript{120} but is rarely mentioned in jazz histories. Only slightly less obscure is the International Sweethearts of Rhythm, the most popular all-female swing band of the 1940s.\textsuperscript{121} These all-female bands were expected to be both glamorous and musically talented.\textsuperscript{122}

But even after jazz as a genre had established itself, there were criticisms of
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new developments within jazz. At each stage of jazz development, certain sounds were considered off-limits, or were at least regarded as a lesser product. For example, in 1965, Duke Ellington was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, recommended by the award’s jury, but rejected by the final board because his music was not serious enough. Ornette Coleman, who is now considered a great jazz innovator, was said to have driven people out of clubs when he and his group played. Jazz critic Nat Hentoff acknowledges that his early criticism of John Coltrane as strident and unpleasant missed the mark, and that Coltrane was in fact an amazing innovator, “one of the most persistent . . . in jazz history.” The musicians themselves shared a feeling that jazz was not respected as it should have been. Dizzy Gillespie noted, during the height of jazz’s popularity:

[J]azz . . . has never really been accepted as an art form by the people of my own country. . . . I believe that the great mass of the American people still consider jazz as lowbrow music. . . . To them, jazz is music for kids and dope addicts. Music to get high to. Music to take a fling to. Music to rub bodies to. Not “serious” music. Not concert hall music.

Race has certainly played a role in the public perception of jazz. Outright racism attacked the early development of the genre. Later developments were greeted with hostility or disregard. Even the vocabulary of the art shows a low regard. Because jazz is not just a set of musicians but a cultural movement, it can be hard to identify why jazz has been disregarded. But somewhere at the intersection of race, change, and indeterminacy, American culture has struggled with giving jazz full credit as an art form.

IV. PLAYERS IN FAMILY LAW AND THE IMPACT OF GENDER

Just as jazz has been viewed as less serious music, based at least in part on race, family law is viewed as less significant because of gender. Where law was once an exclusively male field, women are now a significant part of the field.
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But women are not distributed evenly throughout areas of practice. Family law is one of the areas where women have concentrated, both in practice and in teaching.

As women began to practice law, many were steered into areas where the practice fit the image of a woman lawyer. One of the areas where women were seen as a good fit by the legal gatekeepers was family law, with almost half of all women lawyers practicing some family law in 1967. Male attorneys viewed family law as a less than ideal practice area because so much of the practice involves interpersonal issues rather than strictly legal issues. Family law is also considered a lesser field because it is associated with a smaller income. Steering women into family law continues. In a 2004 American Bar Association publication on women in law, in a section on career choices, the author notes, “[F]ields involving representation of women and children, like family law, have been considered naturally suited to women lawyers.” A later chapter in the same book, “Appearances Are Everything,” addresses topics including shoes, hemlines, and pants.

Women have found a place not just in the practice of family law, but also in teaching family law. A 2002 study found that although thirty-one percent of the nation’s law school faculty are women, fifty-eight percent of family law teachers are women. Family law is in a class of only five subject areas that are taught more by women than men. The other subjects are juvenile law, women and the law, legal research and writing, and poverty law. These courses are perceived as being lower in status than other courses. This drop in status and or pay is commonly associated with entrance of a large number of women into a particular job field.

Women may choose to work in family law, and they have lots of encouragement to do so. Family law fits with the societal perception of women’s roles and skills. As a special reward for practicing or teaching in this area, women receive less status and pay.

Jazz musicians, who were predominantly African American, were often
disregarded and criticized. Women jazz musicians had it even harder, being more easily ignored even while wearing glamorous gowns. Family law practitioners and teachers, predominantly female, have received similar treatment. This feminized area of law is regarded as lower status partly because of gender. Tossing on high heels and glamorous gowns does not seem to have worked for anyone.

**Conclusion: Ending on a Resolving Note**

Jazz and family law share a tension between structure and freedom. Some structure allows musicians and family members to work together. But too much structure can inhibit expression of who we are as musicians and humans. Restrictions on expression will predictably be met with attempts to secure more freedom.

We learn from the history of jazz that expansion of freedoms is treated with disdain, at least initially. Jazz pioneers of different eras could count on a lack of respect for their artistic work. There are a number of reasons why there has been a lack of respect for jazz pioneers. Jazz is unpredictable, and part of the pleasure is listening for change in a melodic or rhythmic line. This unpredictability and change can be uncomfortable for some listeners. Discounting a new idea is easier, especially when the new idea comes from a person who occupies a lower societal status.

Pioneers in family law can expect the same kind of reaction to new ideas they propose. Family law starts with a great amount of indeterminacy, requiring information on particulars of each family before a legal conclusion can be reached. In addition to that lack of predictability, which alone can make people uncomfortable, practitioners and teachers of family law can expect to be treated as lesser citizens of the legal world. We can expect our ideas to be discounted or criticized with ease.

In jazz, the earliest improvisations were followed by a more rigid swing sound, which was then followed by renewed emphasis on improvisation. Family law may have to follow a similar course. We have seen a history of expansion of freedoms, but the current Supreme Court could retract some of those freedoms which were previously guaranteed. We can expect that we will have to continually work to protect and expand our freedoms.

We can predict how our ideas will be received. Because those who work and teach in the area of family law occupy a lower status within the legal profession, we cannot assume that we will have credibility. Like jazz pioneers, we can expect critiques that may be open and stinging, and that may be retracted later.

But we can also use our status as outsiders as an edge. African American musicians, many of them outsiders to European musical training, have been the builders of jazz. Being outside an acknowledged tradition can mean being outside of those restrictions on that tradition as well. Outsiders built a new musical culture, and similarly, outsiders can build family law in ways that move beyond previous limitations. For example, Professor Melanie Jacobs suggests
that our legal construction of paternity may be too restrictive. She argues that in some cases, children may benefit from having a legal relationship with both their biological fathers and the stepfathers who want to adopt them. This is an extraordinarily creative idea. It is one that would work for many families, but would not be easily accepted in most county courthouses.

Jazz is musical freedom—freedom to change, grow, and communicate. These freedoms have threatened the musical establishment, but each new development has added to our musical culture. Family law struggles to achieve the freedom found in jazz. Changes from restrictive, central control to individualism are met with resistance, but ultimately those freedoms allow us to be who we are and contribute to the development of our law and culture.

145. Id. at 851-52.